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456 Miscellanea. 

drinking it, and then pretended to fall asleep. When she went 
off, he took a revolver and sword and followed her. She told the 
negro, " See what has happened to me; my eye is gone. Now 
you won't care for me any more." But her lover said, " You are 
always the same to me; but why are you so late?" Then they 
began to toy with each other. Then her husband shot them 
both with his revolver through the crevice, and breaking open the 
door hacked off their heads. . W. R . PATON. 

THE BULL-ROARER IN CEYLON. 

When recently in Ceylon, Mr. A. Haly, Director of the Colombo 
Museum, told me that he' had seen Singalese children whirling a 
thin slat of wood round their heads whilst at play, so producing 
a whirring noise. I subsequently §aw them doing this, and was 
able to procure specimens from Cotta, a small village about three 
miles from Colombo. 

The slat of wood is roughly quadrilateral, not tapered at either 
end, about 137 mm. long by 40 mm. broad. There is a hole near 
one end, through which is passed a piece of string, which is pre
vented from slipping through by a knot at the end, the other ex
tremity being tied to a short stiff stick about 50 centimetres in 
length. In using the toy the stick is waved to and fro above 
the head, not whirled round in continuous circles as is done in 
New Guinea. > I was informed that at Colombo a troop of boys 
whirling these toys, called runa, followed the Perahera procession 
(a ceremony in the great Buddhist festival held annually about 
the end of May). This is not done at Kandy, their place being 
taken by boys' cracking whips. ,As far as I could ascertain, the 
bull-roarer is not used by Tamil children. Subsequently I saw 
neater specimens, made of bamboo, used as toys at Anuradhapura, 
about 150 miles from Colombo. ' C. G. SELIGMANN. 

CROPPING ANIMALS' EARS. 

(Cf. p. 380.) 

In Asia Minor it is customary to cut the ears of the large and 
savage breed of dogs used as boar-hounds, and for protecting the 
flocks from wolves. The flap of the ear is cut off, roasted, and 
given to the puppy to eat. This is supposed to make it more 
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Miscellanea. 457 

savage. It is difficult to analyse the primitive notion underlying 
this, but it seems to me that the practice of biting off the ears and 
tails of puppies, which is, I believe, usually followed by breeders, 
and is familiar to me from prosecutions by the Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, may be connected with it, and 
that the dogs' masters may originally have eaten the dogs' ears to 
render themselves more savage. It cannot be too much enforced 
on those who cut the ears and tails of dogs in England that they 
are executing an imperfect rite.' Let them perform it in full, or 
not at all! 

Cutting off Donkeys' Ears.—I had a reference, which I have 
mislaid, to a police case in Ireland, where a farmer was charged 
with cutting off a donkey's ears because it had trespassed in his 
crops. This custom was, and I fear still is, very common in 
Greece and the Greek Islands. It is of course not a mere act 
of vengeance, but what notion lies at the root of the abominable 
cruelty I cannot conceive. W. R . PATON. 

A gardener near Newport, Salop, cuts his cats' tails to keep 
them from trespassing in the woods. His predecessor cut one ear 
for the same reason. Frank Buckland (Curiosities of Natural 
History, 2nd Series, ch. ii.) explains that this may be partly 
effectual, by allowing the wet to penetrate into the ear, to the 
animal's annoyance. C. S. BURNE. 

At Cuzco, the ears of dogs used at funerals were cut off.—Int. 
Archiv. fiir Ethnog., viii., 144. 

"Wenn die Kuh vom Bullen kommt, schneidet man ihr einen 
Schnitt ins Ohr; so wird sie tragend. (Mecklenburg.)" WuTTKE, 
Der d. Volksaberglaube, 3rd Ed., § 698. 

"Um den Hund vor Behexung zu schutzen, haut man ihm den 
Schwanz ab. (Oldenburg.)"—§ 680. N. W. THOMAS. 

CUSTOMS IN THE LONDON BUILDING TRADE. 

My little boy of four years old was taken one day lately to see the 
house now in building for us at Barnet. It had already been 
arranged that he should formally lay the date-stone when it was 
ready, but he wanted to be allowed to help at once, so the work
men good-naturedly let him lay a brick. As he was leaving the 
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